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ABSTRACT 

Objective: To determine the frequency of acute kidney injury among patients undergoing coronary angiography. 
Study Design: Descriptive cross-sectional study. 
Place and Duration of Study: Department of Cardiology, Hayatabad Medical Complex, Peshawar, from Jan 2018 
to Jul 2018. 
Methodology: This study was conducted in the in the Department of Cardiology, Hayatabad Medical Complex, 
Peshawar from 22nd Jan 2018 to 22nd Jul 2018. Through a descriptive cross-sectional study design, a total of 116 
patients scheduled for coronary angiography were included in the study in a consecutive manner and baseline / 
follow up serum creatinine was recorded to detect acute kidney injury.  
Results: In this study 116 patients were included, 61.2% males and 38.8% females. Mean age of the patients was 
55.6 years with a standard deviation of 6.6 years. Mean baseline serum creatinine level was 0.9 ± 0.11mg/dl which 
was 1.5 ± 0.11 48 hours after coronary angiography (p 0.000). AKI was recorded in 19.8% of patients.  
Conclusion: Acute kidney injury after coronary angiography is not uncommon in our population. More studies 
are recommended on its risk factors and complications to draw future directions for its control and prevention. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Large doses of iodinated contrast media 
(CM) are often indispensable for percutaneous 
cardiac interventions. Most of the contrast media 
are usually harmless however they can cause 
contrast induced nephropathy. Since worldwide 
the number of coronary angiographies performed 
continues to rise, as does the contrast induced 
nephropathy or contrast induced acute kidney 
injury (CIAKI). CIAKI in developed countries 
have become the third leading cause for acute 
renal failure1. Patients with CIAKI may suffer 
from long term morbidity which may include 
progression to chronic renal failure, and has up to 
40% inhospital mortality2,3. 

Patients with preexisting comorbidities, 
including those with diabetes mellitus, chronic 
kidney disease (CKD), and heart failure, are at 
particularly high risk of CIAKI4. The primary 
manifestation is a drop in renal function that 

occursa few days after exposure to the contrast 
media6. The declining renal functions however 
stops and return to normal baseline levels a week 
or 2 after expose and usually does not requires 
renal replacement therapy5,6. 

The frequency of contrast induced acute 
kidney injury after coronary angiography / per-
cutaneous coronary intervention is about 15%7 
and which may also include coronary angio-
graphy performed before bypass surgeries and/ 
or valve replacement surgeries. Since heart sur-
gery is associated with the risk of post-operative 
AKI, concerns have been raised as to the combi-
ned risk of angiography and surgery when perf-
ormed in close succession8. There has been cont-
radicting research on this concern with some 
advocating the risk and others recommending 
that cardiac surgery be performed 5 days after 
exposure to contrast media9. 

Literature shows conflicting results regar-
ding whether or not CIAKI progress into Chronic 
Renal Failure (CRF). While study shows that 
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CIAKI is significantly associated with progress-
ing into chronic renal failure10,11, others have 
advocated that there does not exist any such 
association6. 

In Neyra et al, a sample of 1160 patients were 
studied for the development of CIAKI and it was 
found that it occurred in 19% of CRF cases and    
in 18% of non-CRF cases12. The other reported 
incidence of CIAKI after coronary intervention is 
23%13 and 29.5%14.  

The present study is designed to determine 
the frequency of CIAKI after coronary angiogra-
phy. As mentioned above, the incidence of AKI 
after coronary interventions is being reported 
different at different centers and also the existing 
data failed to associate the occurrence of AKI 
after coronary interventions. Even if it occurs, the 
morbidity and mortality is high among patients 
who develop AKI. In this connection, the present 
study highlighted the magnitude of AKI after 
coronary angiography. The results of this study 
gave a fresh local first hand evidence for cardio-
logists to brainstorm about the future of coronary 
angiography in light of preventing AKI.  

METHODOLOGY 

This study was conducted in the in the 
Department of Cardiology, Hayatabad Medical 
Complex, Peshawar from 22nd Jan 2018 to 22nd Jul 
2018. A Sample of 116 was included through non 
probability consecutive sampling, with sample 
size being calculated using 18%12 proportion of 
AKI after coronary angiography, 95% confidence 
interval and 7% margin of error. Our sample inc-
luded patients 18 years of age or above with base-
line creatinine below 1.2mg/dl who were under-
going coronary angiography for any reason. 
Patients with prior history of congestive chronic 
heart failure, acute or chronic kidney failure, 
chronic liver disease or renal transplant were 
excluded from the study. Acute kidney injury 
was defined as any rise in creatinine more than 26 
micromole/liter in 48 hrs or more than 1.5 times 
the baseline. 

The study was conducted after approval 
from hospitals ethical and research committee. 

All patients included in the study and who have 
undergone percutaneous coronary angiography 
was followed up for 48 hrs post angiography and 
3ml blood was sent to the hospital laboratory to 
check serum level of creatinine. AKI was confir-
med if rise in serum creatinine level is more than 
26 micromole/litre OR more than 1.5 times of the 
baseline. Data was stored in preformed proforma. 

Data collected was analyzed using SPSS ver-
sion 20. Frequency and percentage was calculated 
for categorical variables like gender and AKI 
while Mean ± SD was calculated for numerical 
variable like age, baseline creatinine & follow up 
creatinine. AKI was stratified among age and 
gender to see the effect modifications. All results 
were presented in the form of tables and graphs. 

RESULTS 

The study was conducted on 116 scheduled 
for coronary angiography. The mean age of our 
sample was 55.6 years with a standard deviation 
of 6.6 years. We divided the patients in 3 different 
age groups and we found that in the age group 
up to 50 years we had 31 patients (26.7%), in the 

age group 50 to 60 years we had 62 (53.4%) and   
in the group 60.01 years and above we had          

Table-I: Baseline characteristics of patients. 

Variables n=116 

Age (Mean ± SD) 55.63 ± 6.62 years 

Gender  
Males 71 (61.2%) 

Females 45 (38.8%) 

Serum 
Creatinine 

Baseline Serum 
Creatinine 

0.9 ± 0.12mg/dl 

Follow Up 
Creatinine 

1.5 ± 0.10mg/dl 

Acute Kidney Injury 23 (19.8%) 
Table-II: Age groups wise stratification of AKI 
(n=116). 

Age Group Acute Kidney Injury p-value 

Upto 50 years - 
 

0.001 
50-60 years 7 (11.3%) 

> 60 years 16 (69.6%) 
Table-III: Gender wise stratification of AKI 
(n=116). 

Gender Acute Kidney Injury p-value 

Male 16 (22.5%) 
0.358 

Female 7 (15.6%) 
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23 (19.8%) patients. The youngest patient was     
43 years while the oldest was 65 with mean and   
SD as 55.63 and 6.62 respectively. There were 71 
(61.2%) males and 45 (38.8%) females. 

Mean baseline serum creatinine level was 0.9 
± 0.12mg/dl which was 1.5 ± 0.10 48 hours after 
coronary angiography (p-0.000). AKI was recor-
ded in 23 (19.8%) of patients. Results are shown 
in tables. 

DISCUSSION 

Acute kidney injury (AKI) after coronary 
angiography is often attributed to radio contrast-
associated kidney injury15 and is now a common 
cause of AKI in hospitalized patients1. Patients 
with pre-existing co morbidities, including those 
with diabetes mellitus, chronic kidney disease 
(CKD), and heart failure, are at particularly high 
risk of contrast-induced AKI (CI-AKI)4. The pri-
mary manifestation is a drop in renal function 
that occurs a few days after exposure to the 
contrast media5. The declining renal functions 
however stops and return to normal baseline 
levels a week or 2 after expose and usually does 
not requires renal replacement therapy5. 

Several observational studies suggest that 
this drop in renal function after contrast media 
exposure are associated with increased morbi-
dity, including longer hospital admission, higher 
risk of coronay artery diseases and increased mo-
rtality2,15. Although some of these findings have 
been summarized in narrative reviews14,16, the 
interpretation of these findings has remained 
controversial given the correlation between pre-
existing clinical variables that are associated   
with both CI-AKI and adverse clinical outcomes, 
variability in adjustment for potential confoun-
ders across observational studies, and uncertainty 
whether reported risks are indeed attributable to 
CI-AKI. 

The association between even small changes 
in serum creatinine and adverse short-term clini-
cal outcomes has been documented repeate-
dly17,18. Graded increases in mortality within 30 
days of coronary angiography and increased 
length of hospital admission have been shown   

to correlate with increases in the severity of AKI 
after coronary angiography15. Among patients 
receiving percutaneous coronary interventions, 
AKI has been shown to be associated with other 
early complications, including MI, target vessel 
reocclusion, postprocedural bleeding complica-
tions19, and the need for mechanical ventilation or 
circulatory support17,19.  

CIAKI has been found to have long term 
implications in the form of future cardiovascular 
or renal event20. These long term complications 
after AKI have several possible explanations. 
First, patients who develop AKI have a higher 
prevalence of comorbidities such as diabetes me-
llitus, heart failure, and chronic kidney disease, 
each of which may increase the risk of heart 
failure, progression to kidney failure, and death21. 
Second, AKI may identify patients with impaired 
cardiac output or renal hemodynamic vulner-
ability who are at heightened long-term risks for 
decompensated heart function, loss of kidney 
function, and death. The long-term risks of adv-
erse outcomes after AKI may be related to long-
term effects on kidney function after an episode 
of AKI. Recent studies suggest that episodes of 
AKI contribute to persistent loss of kidney func-
tion, faster subsequent rate of decline in kidney 
function22, processes that have been associated 
with future risks of episodes of heart failure and 
progression to ESRD23. Regardless of causality, 
the occurrence of AKI does appear to accurately 
identify a group of patients at higher risk for 
these adverse events, suggesting that targeting 
these patients for careful outpatient management 
has the potential to improve long-term outcomes.  

These findings are important because a num-
ber of therapeutic interventions have been shown 
to be of value in improving survival, slowing the 
progression to ESRD, and preventing hospital 
admissions in general populations of patients 
with chronic kidney disease or heart failure24. 
Early clinical follow-up, evaluation of volume 
status, use of diuretics, and inhibitors of the 
renin-angiotensin system have the potential to 
improve these outcomes after an episode of AKI; 
however, further research is needed to evaluate 
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the role of these therapies specifically in survi-
vors of AKI after coronary angiography.  

Neyra et al11 studied a sample of 1160 pati-
ents and observed that contrast induced nephro-
pathy occurred in 19% of CRF cases and in 18% of 
non-CRFpatients. They also observed that pat-
ients who required assisted ventilation and those 
who needed ionotropes were at an increased risk 
of developing contrast induced nephropathy and 
such patients had higher morbidity and morta-
lity. Another study also showed that both CKD 
patients and non CKD patients had compara-
tively higher short term and long term mortality 
if they developed CIAKI11. In yet another study, 
12.7% of patients developed CIAKI after expose 
to contrast media and has a higher mortality22. 
Both of these studies stressed the relevance         
of contrast induced nephropathy in non-CRF 
patients in addition to the observed association of 
long-term mortality with small improvements in 
creatinine levels after acute coronary event, 
independent of the baseline eGFR21. In addition, 
patients whose serum creatinine returns to base-
line after CIAKI, has been observed to have a 
continued risk of developing adverse effects 
compared to control21. These results have led to 
the understanding that certain therapeutic steps 
should be taken such as maintaining the volume 
status and avoidance of nephrotoxic drugs etc 
should be taken to slow the possible progression 
of CKD and prevent hospital read missions after 
an episode of AKI.  

CONCLUSION 

Acute kidney injury after coronary angio-
graphy is not uncommon in our population. 
More studies are recommended on its risk factors 
and complications to draw future directions for 
its control and prevention. 
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